Equipping active particles with intelligence such that they can efficiently navigate in an unknown complex environment is essential for emerging applications like precision surgery and targeted drug delivery. Here we develop a deep reinforcement learning algorithm that can train active particles to navigate in environments with random obstacles. Through numerical experiments, we show that the trained particle agent learns to make navigation decision regarding both obstacle avoidance and travel time minimization, relying only on local pixel-level sensory inputs but not on pre-knowledge of the entire environment. For arbitrarily long distance in unseen complex obstacle environments, the trained particle agent can nearly optimally navigate at a fixed computational cost. This study illustrates the potentials of employing artificial intelligence to bridge the gap between active particle engineering and emerging realworld applications. Keyword: active particle | artificial intelligence | navigation | deep reinforcement learning * Corresponding author. E-mail address: libome@tsinghua.edu.cn (B. Li). Recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL), inspired by the animal learning process, has achieved remarkable performance in various domains that require sequential decisions, ranging from games 12,13 and robotics 14,15 in traditional computer science to novel applications like drug design 16 , chemical reaction optimization 17 , medical treatment 18 , and collective swimming strategy 19 . The usage of deep neutral networks, particularly the convolutional neutral network 20 , has significantly expanded the success of traditional reinforcement learning to challenging domains suffering from dimensionality curse because it enables the learning of efficient representation from high-dimensional observations and facilitates the generalization of experiences to new situations.
Self-propelled active particles have recently demonstrated great promise as the next generation of micro-robots to work in complex environment for tasks like drug delivery, precision surgery, search, and environmental remediation. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Efficient navigation in complex environments with real-world complexities, for example, unseen obstacles and dead-ends, large-scale navigation distance, plus additional time and fuel constraints, is crucial for practical applications. Towards this end, besides the progress in developing faster active micro-robots 2,6 , various efforts have been made to develop better navigation strategies. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] For example, Markov decision process framework 8 and variational Fermat's principle 11 are used to compute the optimal navigation path in mazes and flow fields. However, the above-mentioned methods generally require pre-knowledge of the entire environment and the computational cost often increases dramatically for large length-scale navigational tasks. In the real-world applications where micro-robots need to travel long distances (e.g., tissue, soil, and vessels) in an unacquainted or spatiotemporally changing environment, either the pre-planned paths/strategies will break down or high computational cost is prohibitive. Therefore, one pressing challenge to steer micro-robots for real-world applications is the efficient navigation within an unknown, complex, and large length-scale environment.
In this Letter, we present a DRL algorithm that can train an active particle agent to learn the navigation strategies in complex environments. We consider a Brownian-type active particle that can self-propel via either internal or external energy injection yet without control on its orientation. Our goal is to train an active particle agent that can make optimal sequential self-propulsion decision to navigate through environments with random obstacles and traps, using the image of its local observation and target position as sensory inputs [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The usage of pixel-level raw sensory inputs can train the active agent to accommodate visually rich environments and work naturally with real-world sensors such as microscopes. Further, the trained agent can navigate in arbitrary large environments at a fixed computational cost, since only local information is used. Training an intelligent particle to master the rule of efficient navigation based on local visual information, in contrast to developing algorithms to compute navigation strategy on a case by case basis, naturally resembles how a human being makes navigation decisions. Considering an adult first time arrives in a city that he has never been there before, he will have no trouble in traversing the building blocks and taking short-cut whenever possible.
Figure 1 (a)
The neural network architecture used to approximate the optimal Q function in our DRL algorithm. The details of the architecture are in the supporting information. Two streams of sensory inputs are fed to the neural network. One input consisting of a 30×30 binary image sensing from the square-shaped neighborhood of the particle is fed into convolutional layers.
Another input consisting of the target's position is fed into a fully connected layer. A distant target will be transformed into a local proxy target. Two sources of inputs then merge and enter a fully 
where x, y, and  denote the position and orientation, t is time, and v is propulsion speed taking binary values of 0 and vmax as the control inputs (denoted by OFF and ON).
Brownian translational and rotational displacement processes x y, and  are zeromean Gaussian noise process with variances x(t)x(t')=2Dt(t-t'), y(t) y(t')=2Dt(t-t'), and (t) (t')=2Dr(t-t'), respectively, where Dt is the translational diffusivity and Dr is the rotational diffusivity. Throughout this work, lengths are normalized by particle radius a and time is normalized by  = 1 / Dr. Control update time is tc = 0.1, integration time step ∆t =0.001, and vmax = 2a/ tc. Note that the orientation  is subject to Brownian rotation and not allowed to be controlled.
We denote the particle state by sn = (xn, yn, n). The observation (sn) at sn consists of the pixel image of the particle's neighborhood and the target position (x t , y t ), as shown in Fig. 1(a) . We use the reinforcement learning framework to seek an optimal control policy, π * , which maps an observation (sn) to a self-propulsion action (i.e. ON or OFF) such that the expected reward accumulated during a navigation process
where R is the one-step reward function and  is the discount factor setting to be 0.99. To seek an optimal policy minimizing arrival time 8, 21 , R is set equal to 1 for all states that are within a threshold distance 2 to the target and 0 otherwise. Our DRL algorithm uses a deep convolutional neutral network [ Fig. 1(a) ] to approximate the optimal action-value function (known as Q function) given by
The agent is only trained via back-propagation 22 to navigate in a free-space environment and an environment with obstacles of different shapes [ Fig. 1(b) ]. During training, starting points and targets are randomly generated to expose the agent to diverse situations. With the learned optimal Q * function, optimal propulsion decision at a given observation (s) is given by v* = argmaxv Q*((s), v). The agent is trained using canonical deep Q learning algorithm 23 with several enhancements 24, 25 to speed up the convergence(see supporting information for more details).
Motivated by recent breakthroughs in visual image understanding via deep
convolution neutral networks 20, 26 , sensory information of the particle neighborhood, represented by a W×W binary image (W = 30), is fed into convolutional layers [ Fig.   1(a) ]. The target's position in the particle's local coordinate system is fed into a fully connected layer. One critical treatment for distant targets (distance > W) is that they are transformed into local proxy targets with distance W (i.e., cutoff threshold W). The complete reliance on local information (i.e., neighborhood and local proxy target) is the foundation that our DRL algorithm can readily apply to navigations of arbitrary length scales at fixed computation cost. Finally, these two sources of sensory inputs merge and enter a fully connected layer. The last layer will output the two Q values associated with the ON and OFF actions. The trained DRL active particle agent can efficiently navigate in free space and obstacle environments that are unseen during its training process [ Fig. 2(a-d) ]. In free space navigation [ Fig. 2 (a)], the trained particle agent has learned an 'orientation timing' strategy where it will propel itself when the target locates in front or otherwise wait for the favorable orientation to be sampled by Brownian rotation. The navigation strategy derived from the learned optimal Q* function can be summarized approximately via
where dn is the projection of the target-particle vector onto the orientation vector n = (cos, sin), αn is the angle between target-particle distance vector and n, and parameter dc and αc are fitted to be ~0.4vmaxtc and ~30. Successful navigation in unseen environments with obstacles of different shapes and arrangements, including regular (e) (f)
rectangle obstacles [ Fig. 2(b) ], reentrant rectangle obstacles [ Fig. 2(c) )], and moonshaped obstacles [ Fig. 2(d) ], indicates the trained particle agent has learned generic navigation principles generalizing beyond the training environment [ Fig. 1(b) ].
Specifically, the agent learns to wait for desired orientations to propel itself around convex blocking obstacles [Figs. 2(b)(c)] or temporally propel itself away from concave traps [ Fig. 2(d) ]. In general, the agent can smartly avoid the obstacles and approximately follow the shortest geometric path towards the target, even when obstacles are partially observed (i.e., only part of the obstacle is in the sensory window).
We examine the distribution of displacements under DRL control during the navigation processes in [Fig. 2 We now systematically quantify navigation performance across different length scales [ Fig. 3(a) ]. We first benchmark the navigation performance with the model-based
Markov decision process (MDP) algorithm (see supporting information) 8, 27 , which can compute the optimal navigation strategy using a discretized particle dynamic model. (a) (f)
to seek global optimal performance by planning global shortest paths, the comparable performance indicating that local path planning in DRL agent leads to approximately global optimal performance even it has no access to global environment information.
The average travel speeds v = L/T are ~0.36vmax for navigation in the obstacle environment, smaller than ~0.5vmax in free space, as the existence of obstacle prevent the particle to propel as frequent as in free space.
To ultimately evaluate the performance in infinitely-large environments, we examine the mean squared displacement (MSD) for particle navigating towards remote targets in the periodic environment of Fig. 4(a) (see supporting information) . At both shorter and longer time scale t compared to , the MSD of the trained agent particle navigating in free space follows MSD(t) ~ t 2 [ Fig. 3(f) ], as the navigation strategy causes intermittent directed transport towards the target. As a contrast, a constantly selfpropelled particle behaves as MSD(t) ~ t 2 at shorter time scale due to propulsion and MSD(t) ~ t at longer time when randomized orientation leads to an effective random walk. 28 Surprisingly, for navigations in the obstacle environment [ Fig. 3(g) ], the DRL Finally, we examined the representations learned from high dimensional sensory inputs by the neural network to understand the successful performance in the previous navigation tasks. We consider an unseen environment with only one obstacle and apply the nonlinear dimension reduction t-SNE algorithm 29 to embed the learned representations in the last hidden layer into a 2D plane [ Fig. 4(a) ]. Each 2D point is colored by the state value defined by
where () Vs can be interpreted as the expected reward accumulated following the optimal navigation policy. A particle state with higher V indicates this state can arrive at the target faster than other states with lower V.
As shown in Fig. 4(a) , high dimensional sensory observations at different particle states are embedded in the 2D plane apparently based on the shortest path distance to the target location (in the horizontal direction) and the particle's orientation (in the vertical direction). Particle states with the shortest distance and favorable orientations are placed to leftmost end with highest state value [ Fig. 4(a1) ], while particle states with larger distance are placed slightly to the right with lower state values [ Fig. 4(a2) ]. Therefore, as demonstrated in the toy example [ Fig. 4a ], the reward signals have shaped the neural network to learn representations from observations that can distinguish whether one particle state is more favorable than the other and assign it with higher state value.
Another way to understand the navigation strategy learned by the particle agent is by visualizing the normalized gradient vector (see supporting information) of orientation averaging optimal state values VXY(x, y) defined by 
As the reinforcement learning algorithm works by specifying the agent to take actions to move a particle from states with low V (e.g., particle states with unfavorable orientation and far away from the target) to states with high V (e.g., particles states with favorable orientation and smaller distance to the target). The gradient of VXY(x, y)
represents the effective navigation direction that the trained agent learns to move. In Fig. 4(b) , the effective navigation direction in the complex test environment clearly shows the intent to circumvent obstacles and get to the target without any unnecessary detours. The proposed deep convolution neural network allows an active particle agent to learn useful representation from visually rich high-dimensional sensory input and exhibits excellent generalization performance. Although this algorithm is applied in a simplified self-propelled particle model, it can be adapted to active particles with different forms of dynamics 30, 31 or more realistic physics (e.g., hydrodynamics 32 ). DRL can also be extended to multi-agent system 33 to control multiple active particles to cooperate on tasks and assemble to non-equilibrium machines and devices 34 .
